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It has been reported that the administration is considering what actions, if any, 
should be taken to stimulate the economY. It seems strange to many, that now after a 
potentially inflationary wage agreement in the automobile industry and increases in 
the price level beginning to slow, that such action would be contemplated. Why would 
the administration consider an expansionary economic policy at this time? 
To answer the question it is necessary to consider what targets the administration 
is attempting to hit. Interest rates are beginning to decline precisely as the monetary 
economist's predicted. Cuts in the discount rate, the rate regional federal reserve 
banks charge individual members for loans, from 6 to 5.75 percent were followed by cuts 
in the prime rate, the rate banks charge their "best" or "prime" customers. This cut 
will be reflected in lower mortage rates by the first of the year. Thus a target of, 
lower rates is being attained under the current policy of moderate incre~ses in th~, money 
supply. A second target of "full emp10yment" -- a level arbitrarily dfff"?:ne@ y adl1linis-
trati on economi sts as 4% unemployment -- is not respondi ng. But thi s :w~ i s-=exactly 
what the monetary economists predicted would occur without a change in (Jr7ic~ pol' icy. 
Last March the St. Louis Federal Reserve, using a monetary econometric" sirmu1 ation', fore-
casted an unemployment rate of 5.4% for the fourth quarter of 1970. I rf ID.1di~on thjs 
rate would slowly grow to 5.7% by the end of 1971 if the money supply grew at about 
6%. This forecast has been quite close to the actual results. In addition the sifuu~a-
tion indicated that any increase in money supply beyond this level while reducing un-
employment would lead to inflationary price increases. This is the monetary policy dilemma. 
Should the administration attempt to hit the employment target it will miss the price 
target and visa versa. 
The current policy is to have real growth in the economY up to a level of about 
4% per year by the end of 1971 with prices growing at about the same rate. This leads 
to a growth in nominal GNP at 8%. 
If the administration were to stimulate employment vis-a-vis a fiscal spending 
program the likely result would be a deficit far in excess of the 1.3 billion dollar 
l officia1" forecast. This official target level deficit will not be meet anyway, a 
level of 3 to 5 billion might be a better forecast, but any additional employment 
related spending would increase this deficit. 
The result is a political choice of bending to those who want increased employment 
now at the cost of higher prices or continuing with the policy which has brought the 
economy back on course. Should the administration continue its program of moderate 
monetary growth and a relatively low deficit, the economy will be in full swing by 
the middle of 1972 just in the nick of political time. 
These economic factors would lead me to expect little general growth in the 
market through next year. To be sure, some stocks will be outstanding performers --
mostly small to medium size firms with new products, markets or technology. But the 
general level of equity securities will find tough competition from fixed income debt 
instruments -- i.e. bonds are still attractive in that interest rates will fall, in-
creasing the asset value causing a capital gain, and the current high level of interest 
compares favorably with the long term growth of the securities market. In addition to 
investment grade bonds, an investor might consider one of the mutual funds which is 
, el atively small, but with a history of above average performance in the last few years. 
The cult of the Go-Go funds is waning but some risk capital might be ventured in the 
hope of extrodi nary returns. 
An important reminder is in order. Even if the next 12 to 16 months do not pro-
~uce much market appreciation, a consistent program of personal saving is necessary. 
Regular saving from present consumption, in any form -- stock, bonds, real estate, 
savings accounts, ect. -- will grow over the long-run. Any plan' based on the long 
t 7. rm growth and strength of the economy will allow an individual to meet specific long-
l un goals. Those who wait for "get rich quick" or lithe bottom of the recession" 
t vpically loose. Now is the time to begin your long term saving program. 
